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Abstract. We investigate the universality aspects of the four-dimensional random-eld Ising model (RFIM)
using numerical simulations at zero temperature. We consider two dierent, in terms of the eld distribu-
tion, versions of the model, namely a Gaussian RFIM and an equal-weight trimodal RFIM. By implement-
ing a computational approach that maps the ground-state of the system to the maximum-ow optimization
problem of a network, we employ the most up-to-date version of the push-relabel algorithm and simulate
large ensembles of disorder realizations of both models for a broad range of random-eld values and system
sizes. Using as nite-size measures the sample-to-sample uctuations of the order parameter of the system,
we propose, for both types of distributions, estimates of the critical eld hc and the critical exponent 
of the correlation length, the latter suggesting that the two models in four dimensions share the same
universality class.
PACS. PACS. 05.50+q Lattice theory and statistics (Ising, Potts. etc.) { 64.60.De Statistical mechanics
of model systems { 75.10.Nr Spin-glass and other random models
1 Introduction
The RFIM is one of the archetypal disordered systems [1{
3], extensively studied due to its theoretical interest, as
well as its close connection to experiments in hard [4,
5] and soft condensed matter systems [6]. Its beauty is
that the mixture of random elds and the standard Ising
model creates rich physics and leaves many still unan-
swered problems. The Hamiltonian describing the model
is
H =  J
X
<i;j>
ij  
X
i
hii; (1)
where i = 1 are Ising spins, J > 0 is the nearest-
neighbor's ferromagnetic interaction, and hi are indepen-
dent quenched random elds.
The existence of an ordered ferromagnetic phase for
the RFIM, at low temperature and weak disorder, followed
from the seminal discussion of Imry and Ma [1], when
the space dimension is d > 2 [7{11]. This has provided
us with a general qualitative agreement on the sketch
of the phase boundary, separating the ordered ferromag-
netic phase from the high-temperature paramagnetic one.
The phase-diagram line separates the two phases of the
model and intersects the randomness axis at the critical
value of the disorder strength hc, as shown in Figure 1.
For low temperatures and small randomness, the ferro-
magnetic couplings dominate, hence the system exhibits a
a e-mail:nikolaos.fytas@coventry.ac.uk
long-range order. For higher temperatures, where the en-
tropy dominates, or for higher random elds, where the
spins are predominately aligned parallel to its local ran-
dom elds, the system is paramagnetic. Such qualitative
sketching has been commonly used for the RFIM [12{14]
and closed form quantitative expressions are also known
from the early mean-eld calculations [15] and more re-
cently from extensive Monte Carlo simulations [16].
The criteria for determining the low-temperature phase
transition and its dependence on the form of the eld dis-
tribution have been discussed throughout the years [15,
17,18]. Although the view that the phase transition of the
RFIM is nowadays considered to be of second order [19{
24], the extremely small value of the exponent  casts
some doubt on the interpretation of numerical and ex-
perimental results. Moreover, a rather strong debate with
regards to the role of disorder, i.e., the dependence, or
not, of the critical exponents on the particular choice of
the distribution for the random elds and the value of
the disorder strength, analogously to the mean-eld the-
ory predictions [15], was only recently put on a dierent
basis [25]. Currently, even the well-known correspondence
among the RFIM and its experimental analogue, the di-
luted antieromagnet in a eld, has been severely ques-
tioned by extensive simulations performed on both mod-
els at positive- and zero-temperature [26]. In any case, the
whole issue of the model's critical behavior is still under
intense investigation [19{37].
Already from the work of reference [38], the impor-
tance of the form of the distribution function in the deter-
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Fig. 1. Schematic phase diagram and renormalization-group
ow of the RFIM (for simplicity we have set J = 1). The
solid line separates the ferromagnetic (F) and paramagnetic
(P) phases. The black arrow shows the ow to the random
xed point (R) at T = 0 and h = hc, as marked by an asterisk.
mination of the critical properties of the RFIM has been
emphasized. In fact, dierent results have been proposed
for dierent eld distributions, like the existence of a tri-
critical point at the strong disorder regime of the system,
present only in the bimodal case [15,38]. Following the re-
sults of Houghton et al. [38], Mattis [39] reexamined the
RFIM introducing a new type of a trimodal distribution
P(trimodal)(hi) = p(hi)+

1  p
2

[(hi h)+ (hi+h)];
(2)
where h denes the disorder (eld) strength and p 2 (0; 1).
Clearly, for p = 1 one switches to the pure Ising model,
whereas for p = 0 the well-known bimodal distribution is
recovered. In general terms, the trimodal distribution (2)
allows a physical interpretation as a diluted bimodal dis-
tribution, in which a fraction p of the spins are not exposed
to the external eld. Thus, it mimics the salient feature of
the Gaussian distribution
P(Gaussian)(hi) = 1p
2h2
exp

  h
2
i
2h2

; (3)
for which a signicant fraction of the spins are in weak ex-
ternal elds. Mattis suggested that for a particular case,
p = 1=3, equation (2) may be considered to a good approx-
imation as the Gaussian distribution [39]. This in turn in-
dicated that the two models should be in the same univer-
sality class. Further studies along these lines, using mean-
eld and renormalization-group approaches, provided con-
tradicting evidence for the critical aspects of the p = 1=3
model and also proposed several approximations of its
phase diagram for a range of values of p [40{42]. Only
very recently accurate numerical data at zero temperature
have been presented at d = 3, indicating that the original
suggestion of Mattis is most probably correct [43].
The scope of the present work is to test whether the
prediction of reference [39] is valid at higher dimensions,
however still below the upper critical one (du = 6), for
which universality has been questioned [29]. In particu-
lar, we choose to study the two versions of the RFIM at
d = 4, suitably away from du, where the eect of loga-
rithmic corrections may obscure the scaling analysis [45].
Additionally, for the Gaussian model our results can be
directly compared to those of some previous numerical
studies [46,47]. Our attempt benets from the existence
of robust graph-theoretical computational methods at zero
temperature (T = 0) that allow us to simulate large sys-
tem sizes and disorder ensembles in moderate computa-
tional times and is based upon a scaling approach dened
with the help of the sample-to-sample uctuations of the
order parameter of the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the
next Section we describe briey the numerical approach
and provide all the necessary details of our implementa-
tion. The relevant nite-size scaling analysis is presented
in Section 3. We synopsize our ndings in Section 4.
2 Numerical scheme
As already discussed extensively in the literature [48], the
RFIM captures essential features of models in statistical
physics that are controlled by disorder. Such systems show
complex energy landscapes due to the presence of large
barriers that separate several meta-stable states. When
such models are studied using simulations mimicking the
local dynamics of physical processes, it takes an extremely
long time to encounter the exact ground state. However,
there are cases where ecient methods for nding the
ground state can be utilized and, fortunately, the RFIM
is one such case. These methods escape from the typi-
cal direct physical representation of the system, in a way
that extra degrees of freedom are introduced and an ex-
panded problem is nally solved. By expanding the con-
guration space and choosing proper dynamics, the al-
gorithm practically avoids the need of overcoming large
barriers that exist in the original physical conguration
space. An attractor state in the expended space is found
in time polynomial in the size of the system and when
the algorithm terminates, the relevant auxiliary elds can
be projected onto a physical conguration, which is the
guaranteed ground state.
The random eld is a relevant perturbation at the
pure xed-point, and the random-eld xed-point is at
T = 0 [7{10]. Hence, the critical behavior is the same ev-
erywhere along the phase boundary of Figure 1, and we
can predict it simply by staying at T = 0 and crossing the
phase boundary at h = hc. This is a convenient approach,
because we can determine the ground states of the system
exactly using ecient optimization algorithms [19,20,24,
43,49{54] through an existing mapping of the ground state
to the maximum-ow optimization problem [55]. A clear
advantage of this approach is the ability to simulate large
system sizes and disorder ensembles in rather moderate
computational times. We should underline here that, even
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Fig. 2. Disorder distribution of the ground-state order pa-
rameter of the d = 4 Gaussian RFIM for L = 12 and h = 4:38
using the speed mode representation, i.e., several data points
have been removed to make the illustration clearer. The run-
ning average over the complete set of samples is shown by the
solid line.
the most ecient T > 0 Monte Carlo schemes exhibit ex-
tremely slow dynamics in the low-temperature phase of
these systems and are upper bounded by linear sizes, say
for the case of d = 3 of the order of Lmax  32 [48], where
L stands for the linear dimension of the lattice. Further
advantages of the T = 0 approach are the absence of sta-
tistical errors and equilibration problems, which, on the
contrary, are the two major drawbacks encountered in the
T > 0 simulation of systems with rough free-energy land-
scapes [5].
In particular, the application of maximum-ow algo-
rithms to the RFIM is nowadays well established [54]. The
most ecient network ow algorithm used to solve the
RFIM is the push-relabel algorithm of Tarjan and Gold-
berg [56]. General proofs and theorems on the push-relabel
algorithm can be found in standard textbooks [55]. The
version of the algorithm implemented in our study involves
a modication proposed by Middleton and co-workers [20,
57,58] that removes the source and sink nodes, reducing
memory usage and also clarifying the physical connec-
tion [57,58]. The algorithm starts by assigning an excess
xi to each lattice site i, with xi = hi. Residual capacity
variables rij between neighboring sites are initially set to
J . A height variable ui is then assigned to each node via
a global update step. In this global update, the value of
ui at each site in the set T = fjjxj < 0g of negative ex-
cess sites is set to zero. Sites with xi  0 have ui set to
the length of the shortest path, via edges with positive
capacity, from i to T .
The ground state is found by successively rearranging
the excesses xi, via push operations, and updating the
heights, via relabel operations. When no more pushes or
relabels are possible, a nal global update determines the
ground state, so that sites which are path connected by
bonds with rij > 0 to T have i =  1, while those which
are disconnected from T have i = 1. A push operation
moves excess from a site i to a lower height neighbor j, if
possible, that is, whenever xi > 0, rij > 0, and uj = ui 1.
In a push, the working variables are modied according to
xi ! xi  , xj ! xj + , rij ! rij   , and rji ! rji+ ,
with  = min(xi; rij). Push operations tend to move the
positive excess towards sites in T . When xi > 0 and no
push is possible, the site is relabelled, with ui increased
to 1 +minfjjrij>0g uj . In addition, if a set of highest sitesU become isolated, with ui > uj + 1, for all i 2 U and all
j =2 U , the height ui for all i 2 U is increased to its maxi-
mum value, N , as these sites will always be isolated from
the negative excess nodes. Periodic global updates are of-
ten crucial to the practical speed of the algorithm [57,58].
Following the suggestions of references [20,57,58], we have
also applied global updates here every V relabels, a prac-
tice found to be computationally optimum [24,43,25,57,
58].
Using the above described scheme we performed large-
scale simulations of the d = 4 Gaussian and trimodal
RFIM for a wide range of the simulation parameters. In
the rst part, preliminary runs were executed, including
also small systems sizes V  64, where V the total number
of spins, in order to probe eciently the critical h-regime
of the model. In the second part, extended simulations
have been performed for lattice sizes L = 6  32 and vari-
ous disorder strengths in the identied critical regime. For
each pair (L; h), the disorder averaging process, denoted
hereafter as [  ]av, has been undertaken by sampling over
Q = 5 104 random-eld realizations.
Figure 1 presents evidence of an ecient disorder av-
eraging using as a test platform the Gaussian model. In
particular, we plot in this gure the L = 12 and h = 4:38
disorder distribution of the ground-state absolute value
order parameter per spin, dened as Mq = fj
P
i ij =Vgq,
where q denes a particular random realization of the ex-
ternal magnetic eld hi and runs over the ensemble of
realizations as q = 1;    ; Q. We have chosen on purpose
the random-eld value h = 4:38, which as will be seen be-
low, is close to the pseudo-critical disorder strength for the
lattice size L = 12. For these L-dependent pseudo-critical
values of h, one expects sample-to-sample uctuations to
be maximized and this becomes clear in Figure 1 through
the large deviation of theMq values. In the same panel we
also plot the corresponding running average over the data,
as illustrated by the solid line. This is a series of averages
of dierent subsets of the full data set, each of which is
the average of the corresponding subset of a larger set of
data points, over the samples for the simulated ensemble
of 5 104 independent realizations of the random eld.
3 Finite-size scaling analysis
We start the presentation of our numerical data and anal-
ysis with panel (a) of Figure 3 for the Gaussian RFIM,
where we plot the sample-to-sample uctuations of the
disorder-averaged order parameter V[M ]av , where V[M ]av =p
([M2]av   [M ]2av)=(Q  1) and [M ]av =
hP
qMq
i
=Q, as
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Fig. 3. (color online) (a) Sample-to-sample uctuations of the
order parameter of the d = 4 Gaussian RFIM as a function
of the disorder strength for various lattice sizes. (b) Finite-size
scaling of the pseudo-critical disorder strengths hL.
a function of the disorder strength h for systems with lin-
ear sizes in the regime L = 6   32. It is clear that for
every lattice size L, these uctuations appear to have a
maximum value at a certain value of h, denoted hereafter
as hL, that may be considered in the following as a suit-
able pseudo-critical disorder strength. By tting the data
points around the maximum rst to a Gaussian, and sub-
sequently to a fourth-order polynomial, we have extracted
the values of the peak-locations (hL) by taking the mean
value via the two tting functions, as well as the corre-
sponding error bars. Using now these values for hL we
consider in panel (b) of the same gure a power-law t-
ting attempt of the standard shift-like form [59]
hL = hc + bL
 1= ; (4)
that leads to the following estimates for the critical dis-
order strength and the correlation length exponent: hc =
4:19(1) and  = 0:78(3), as also indicated in the gure.
These values compare well to previously obtained esti-
mates, also from zero-temperature simulations, namely
the values hc = 4:18(1) and  = 0:78(10) [46], as well
as the values hc = 4:179(2) and  = 0:82(6) [47].
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Fig. 4. (color online) Same as in Figure 3 but for the d = 4
equal-weight (p = 1=3) trimodal RFIM.
Similarly, we present in Figure 4 the corresponding
analysis for the equal-weight trimodal RFIM, showing again
in panel (a) the sample-to-sample uctuation of the or-
der parameter and in panel (b) the tting of the pseudo-
critical disorder strengths according to the formula (4).
As it can be seen from the tting results, hc = 4:55(1)
and  = 0:80(4), the value of the critical exponent of the
correlation length agrees within error bars to the estimate
of the Gaussian model (see panel (b) of gure 3), verify-
ing the proposed equivalence among the two versions of
the models of reference [39]. Moreover, in a more general
framework, this result reinforces the strong universality
scenario proposed recently for the d = 3 RFIM, according
to which the universality class of the RFIM is indepen-
dent of the form of the implemented random-eld distri-
bution [25].
Our suggestion of employing the nite-size scaling be-
havior of the peaks of the sample-to-sample uctuations of
the order parameter was inspired by the intriguing anal-
ysis of Efrat and Schwartz [60]. These authors, studying
also the d = 3 RFIM, showed that the behavior of the
sample-to-sample uctuations in a disordered system may
be turned into a useful tool that can provide an inde-
pendent measure to distinguish between the ordered and
disordered phases of the system. The analysis of Figures 3
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and 4 above veries their prediction, and the accuracy in
the estimation of relevant phase diagram features consists
a clear test in favor of the overall scheme.
Closing we would like to mention that analogous con-
siderations have been undertaken also in the past by var-
ious authors for the d = 3 RFIM. In particular, Hart-
mann and Young [51] considered pseudo-critical disorder
strengths at the values of h at which a specic-heat-like
quantity obtained by numerically dierentiating the bond
energy with respect to h attains its maximum. On the
other hand, Dukovski and Machta [52] identied the pseudo-
critical points as those in the H   h plane (with H a
uniform external eld), where three degenerate ground
states of the system show the largest discontinuities in
the magnetization. It appears that this method of extract-
ing pseudo-critical points from the maxima of some prop-
erly dened thermodynamic quantity is capable of produc-
ing very accurate estimates for both the critical disorder
strength and the correlation length exponent, assuming
that its behavior follows the observed shift behavior of
our pseudo-critical disorder strengths hL. It is well known
from the general scaling theory that, even for simple mod-
els, the equality between the correlation length exponent
and the shift exponent is not a necessary consequence of
scaling [61]. Of course, it is a general practice to assume
that the correlation length behavior can be deduced by
the shift of appropriate thermodynamic functions.
4 Synopsis
We have investigated the ground-state criticality of the
four-dimensional random-eld Ising model with two types
of the eld distribution: (i) a Gaussian and (ii) an equal-
weight trimodal distribution. In particular, we have esti-
mated for both versions of the model the critical disorder
strength hc above which no phase transition takes place
and the critical exponent  of the correlation length. For
the Gaussian model (i), the proposed estimates of hc and
 compare well enough to previous estimates in the litera-
ture [46,47], verifying the accuracy of the numerical data
and scaling scheme. For the version of the model where the
random elds have been obtained from an equal-weight
trimodal distribution, case (ii), the value of the critical
exponent  supports the original view of Mattis [39] that
the two versions of the model share the same universal-
ity class. This latter result is also in favor of the strong
universality scenario of critical exponents being indepen-
dent of the eld distribution suggested very recently for
the three-dimensional random-eld Ising model [25]. Note
that such a scenario has been questioned throughout the
years both at three- and four-dimensions [19,29,30].
Technically, our eort became feasible through the im-
plementation of a modied version of the push-relabel al-
gorithm that enabled us to simulate large system sizes
and guaranteed a proper disorder averaging. On physical
grounds, we have implemented a scaling approach based
on the sample-to-sample uctuations of the order param-
eter of the system. The outcome of this analysis indicated
that the uctuations of the system may be used as an
alternative successful approach to criticality, as was also
recently underlined by Efrat and Schwartz [60].
N.G. Fytas is grateful to Despina Ploussiou for many helpful
discussions.
N.G.F. has conceived the work. N.G.F. and P.E.T.
have carried out the calculations, analyzed the results, and
edited the manuscript.
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